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Speed Demon is the must-have book for all competitive sprint freestyle swimmers. It doesn't
just tell you how it tells you why. And it tells you in plain and simple English with analogies as
explanations rather than complicated mathematical proofs. The book's main goal is to highlight
the importance of technical analysis but while technique is important it is not viewed in
isolation. Speed Demon is a complete strategy for sprinting success and is full of tips on how to
achieve it (including some gleaned from Olympic swimmers). Nobody likes battling with
concepts they do not fully understand. With its plain English style this is an easy-read which
will be of interest to young adults and masters alike.Reviews"...this book would be a useful
resource for all competitive swimmers looking to improve their speed and develop a deeper
understanding of freestyle swimming. It may also be useful for any coaches training sprinters.
Holt's style is easy-to-read and clear without being patronising....very reasonably priced." --
Swimming Times (The official magazine of the ASA and British swimming), November 2009"I
believe that it makes a positive contribution to Masters freestyle training and racing and I would
be pleased to recommend it to other Masters" --Geoff Stokes, Editor of UK Masters News, May
2009"I absolutely loved your book. I just finished it and I intend to reread it over the
weekend....... I found your book informative, a bit controversial, and definitely provocative" --
Reader, July 2009"This book should be used as part of the ASA Teacher's and Coaches
Programme. A wonderful insight into how it feels for the competitor....I have used the text of the
book and my swimmers have improved on average by 5 seconds for 100 metres freestyle" --
Reader, Jan 2010"I've read your book Fiona and loved it! :-) For just £6 here was a book that I
just didnt want to put down. It was written in plain English, great parallel examples to get points
across more easily. The big question WHY? All too often swimming books teaches how you
should do something, very few go onto explain WHY? Your book the 'why' is very clearly
explained in a easy to understand format. Well Done! I highly recommend it to all fellow swim
club swimmers."--Reader, August 2009About the AuthorFiona Holt is a retired sprint freestyle
swimmer with over a decade of experience competing at both county and regional level.

...this book would be a useful resource for all competitive swimmers looking to improve their
speed and develop a deeper understanding of freestyle swimming. It may also be useful for
any coaches training sprinters. Holt's style is easy-to-read and clear without being
patronising....very reasonably priced. --Swimming Times - The official magazine of the ASA
and British Swimming, November 2009I believe that it makes a positive contribution to Masters
freestyle training and racing and I would be pleased to recommend it to other Masters --Geoff
Stokes, Editor of UK Masters News, May 2009I've read your book Fiona and loved it! :-) For
just Â£6 here was a book that I just didnt want to put down. It was written in plain English, great
parallel examples to get points across more easily. The big question WHY? All too often
swimming books teaches how you should do something, very few go onto explain WHY? Your
book the 'why' is very clearly explained in a easy to understand format. Well Done! I highly
recommend it to all fellow swim club swimmers. --Happy Reader, August 2009This book should
be used as part of the ASA Teacher's and Coaches Programme. A wonderful insight into how it
feels for the competitor....I have used the text of the book and my swimmers have improved on
average by 5 seconds for 100 metres freestyle --Happy Reader, Jan 2010It's really well written
and brilliantly presented... it really is a brilliant book --Happy Reader, Feb 2010This book would



be a useful resource for all competitive swimmers looking to improve their speed and develop a
deeper understanding of freestyle swimming. It may also be useful for any coaches training
sprinters. Holt's style is easy-to-read and clear without being patronising....very reasonably
priced. --Swimming Times The official magazine of the ASA and British Swimming November
2009 --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the PublisherSpeed Demon has now
been properly proof read and republished. Any customers purchasing new copies will receive
the latest version. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Speed DemonA plain English guide to swimming sprint freestyleFiona HoltPublished by
Lulu.com9781447537007Revised versionCopyright © 2009 by Fiona Holt.All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or any information storage and
retrieval system, without permission from the publishers.IntroductionHave you ever gone back
to training after a heavy cold and found that your stroke feels diabolical just because you
haven’t been in the pool for a week or so? I know I have. It is amazing how quickly we lose
what is often called ‘a feel for the water’. This implies to me that even if your stroke is pure
perfection you still have to do plenty of technique work to keep it that way. But is yours perfect?
Or do you have a nagging feeling that you are currently physically capable of swimming much
faster? In fact only a few weeks ago in training you were flying along, but you just can’t pinpoint
what it was that you were doing right. If only you had had a race that day you might have swum
a huge pb (personal best). If only you knew what you needed to change to always swim like
that.That nagging feeling, that annoying suspicion, that you should be much faster is what the
first part of this book is all about. It is the culmination of a decade of thought about how to
sprint freestyle. I have heard it said that swimming is the thinking man’s sport and I totally
agree. Like many of my fellow competitors I became obsessional about technique, increasingly
so in later years. I have retired now but I cannot let the current clarity of my understanding
condense into a blur somewhere in the distant past; so here it is and I hope it helps.Some of
what I want to say is not necessarily new. I have read a few books on swimming in my time and
I have read sentences that I am about to rewrite here. However, often I read it only in the sense
that I physically read the words. I did not absorb one iota of it. It passed me by for one simple
reason — it did not explain why. If we do not understand why we are asked to do something it
is fairly probable that we will not persevere with it. I promise you now that this book will not be
filled with diagrams you don’t understand, forces you can’t visualise and muscle groups you’ve
never heard of. There are now a few books available which explain both the how and why of
swimming efficiently. As a consequence some have become very popular and rightly so. I have
learnt a lot from them. But sprint swimming is not just about efficiency. The body position of a
sprint swimmer is prescribed both by the need for efficiency and by the need for power
generation. I have therefore split my discussion regarding upper body technique into two
Chapters. Chapter 2 addresses fundamental freestyle technique that I think most would agree
with, and Chapter 3, which is perhaps slightly more controversial, is specifically aimed at sprint
freestyle.Just one piece of housekeeping before I start. Throughout this book, when I refer to
an appendage moving backwards or forwards, I am referring to the sensation felt by the
swimmer. We know that in actual fact the hand in freestyle exits the water at a point further
forwards from that which it entered, but the sensation is still that the arm moved
backwards.Part I Technique1 Where to start?Which is your main source of propulsion — your
arms or your legs? Hopefully this is not too difficult as a starter question but if you’re not sure
ask yourself this — if I sprint 50 m flat out using just my arms and then do the same using just
my legs, which swim will be the fastest? The answer is the one with just your arms. The
difference is not insignificant. It is huge. The time you can do 50 m freestyle with just your arms
will only be a few seconds short of your full stroke pb, but the time you do with your legs will be
miles off it; probably of the order of 15 to 20 seconds slower. So, the next question is — which
should you work on, your arms or your legs? One logical answer is that you should concentrate
on your legs because they are the weakest. I disagree. Although it is oversimplistic to view your



total speed as the sum of your arms-only and legs-only speeds (because for various reasons it
isn’t), it is true to say that your arms contribute a much larger fraction of your total speed than
your legs do. Therefore, in percentage terms, any increase in total speed will be far greater if
your arm propulsion rather than your leg propulsion is improved. A 5% improvement in your
arms will improve your total speed by far more than a 5% improvement in your legs.To support
this idea let me relay a conversation that I had with a certain teenager several years ago after
the heats of the 50 m freestyle at the Southern Counties Championships. Her name was Becky
Cooke (now Becky Cooke — World championship bronze medallist). As my legs buckled
underneath me and I collapsed onto the seat in the shower at Crystal Palace, she walked in,
chatted briefly and then sauntered off (probably to warm up for yet another race). ‘How can you
stand up after that?’ I said. ‘Oh, I can’t use my legs, they’re useless, they don’t do anything for
me’ she replied. Then she disappeared and I was left to commiserate myself upon yet another
identical time and the fact that Becky had just beaten me without even using her legs! You are
probably thinking ‘hang on Becky Cooke isn’t a sprinter’. True, she is very much a distance
swimmer, but my point here is that she came into the shower after me. She was in a much later
heat than me, i.e. she was a lot faster than me. By her standards she may be a distance
swimmer but by the standards of most of the girls at that meet she could easily have been a
sprinter. Many of us would have been happy to swap our times for hers. She beat us and she
did it without using her legs. Of course she is not an international standard sprint freestyle
swimmer and that is because you do need immensely powerful legs to be one. Of course you
do, and I will explain why later on, but the message of this story is that the place to start is
definitely your arms or, more accurately, your upper body.2 Fundamental upper body
techniqueStroke pathFor years I swam with my elbow bent so that my forearm was at about 90
degrees to my upper arm — i.e. with my forearm and hand pointing directly at the bottom of the
pool; a bit like the legs of a crocodile (Figure 1X). Why? First of all it was what came naturally
to me before technical thoughts had ever entered my head. Then, later on, I reasoned that it
was the stance I would adopt to do a press-up therefore it must be pretty strong. I read a book
on sprint freestyle that supported it. It advocated lying on your front on a surfboard and
paddling. Furthermore, one of my coach’s favourite exercises was to ask us to place our hands
on the edge of the wall of the pool and raise ourselves up repeatedly; this also required a wide,
press-up style stance. It was all wrong. Yet looking back I remember another coach once told
me, quite correctly, ‘bend your elbow’. ‘What does he mean?’ I thought, ‘I am bending my elbow
— it’s at 90 degrees’. Because I didn’t understand what he meant and he didn’t elaborate, I
rejected it. He meant bend it more (Figure 1). How many times have we read in textbooks that
the hand path in freestyle should follow the centre line of the body (with the angle between the
forearm and the upper arm at much less than 90 degrees) but then ignored it because we
haven’t appreciated why? To understand you must start by answering the question — is the
freestyle arm stroke a push or a pull?Figure 1. The correct hand path is down the centre of the
body with the hand directly beneath the chest. Why? Because the arm stroke is predominantly
a pull and not a push.You may be forgiven for thinking it is a push. After all you push against
the water don’t you? Well, it is true that you do in the latter stages of the stroke, after the hands
have passed the lower chest. The majority of the stroke however, before the hands reach the
lower chest, is definitely a pull. I make the distinction because pulling and pushing actions
employ entirely different sets of muscles. The best analogy I can think of to demonstrate this is
to compare a push-up (or press-up) with hauling in a rope that has a heavy weight on the end,
such as in the game Tug-of-war. To do a push-up you aim to push your upper body away from
the floor and you automatically place your hands shoulder width apart or more. Imagine trying



to do a push-up with your hands placed next to each other in front of your chest. It would be
considerably harder. But when you haul in a rope you always draw the rope down the centre
line of your body, directly towards your stomach. You would never haul in a heavy anchor or
pull a heavy church bell by standing to one side of the rope and drawing it out wide to one side
of your body. You would be far weaker if you did so. The majority of the swimming stroke is
exactly the same as hauling in a rope, but instead of your body being vertical and
perpendicular to the rope it is horizontal and parallel to it.So, from the point at which your hand
has caught hold of the water to the point at which it reaches your chest, you should draw it
down the centre line of your body as though you are pulling an imaginary rope towards the
centre of your stomach. (Another good analogy that I have heard is to imagine that there is a
single line of poles sticking up from the swimming pool floor and that you have to haul yourself
along through the water by reaching out and pulling on each of them).After your hand has
passed your chest you need to move it out wide for two reasons. Firstly you are now pushing
and the strongest stance for that is to keep your hands just outside the width of your shoulders.
Secondly, and pretty obviously, you have got to remove your hand from the water without
disturbing the movement of your hips.There is a simple weights exercise that you can do to
prove this push versus pull point to yourself. See Chapter 9, Fig. 12.To summarize: The
majority of the freestyle arm movement is a pulling action and not a push. The strongest stance
for a pull is to move your hands down the centre line of your body towards your stomach. Move
your hands out to the width of your shoulders towards the end of your stroke.Arm recoveryWhy
do swimmers obsess about stretching their pecs? (the pectoral muscles, or ‘pecs’, are the
ones linking the front of your shoulder to your chest). Go to any swimming gala and you are
guaranteed to find competitors strewn all over the place stretching their arms along walls or
raising their hands together behind their backs. To reply that swimmers need to have flexible
arms is true but it is not really an answer. It just leads to the question — why do swimmers
need to have flexible arms? The answer is key to understanding how not to recover your arms.
(By recovery I mean raising your arm and hand out of the water and then moving them
forwards through the air to prepare to take another stroke).Once the arm has finished its
pulling action the hand has, fairly obviously, got to be completely removed from the water. If
you can fully achieve this by driving your elbow and shoulder backwards (which requires the
pecs to be stretched) then you avoid the road to disaster; that is to resort to raising the centre
of your chest so that your hand can be raised out of the water. Why is this such a crime?
Because it violates the golden rule of all sports. If the chest starts rising and falling the head
will do the same, and the golden rule is that the head must be kept still (except of course to
breathe — see Chapter 6). If your head starts moving around then your brain will fail to get all
the other parts of the body in the correct relative positions (Figure 2).Figure 2. In Figure 2X the
swimmer’s chest has been raised to help the left hand clear the water. Consequently the head
has raised and twisted and the right hand has drifted in the opposite direction to balance its
movement. Thus, due to inflexibility in the left pec, the right hand has not pulled along the
correct path down the centre line of the body.Now I am going to guess that you can already get
your elbow and shoulder back high enough to recover your hand fully out of the water, or if you
can’t quite, you roll onto your side rather than raising your chest (Figure 4). I say this because
flexibility in the pecs is so fundamental to swimming freestyle that I suspect that people who
don’t naturally have it simply don’t take up swimming seriously. They discover fairly early on in
life that it’s not the sport for them, though they don’t have a clue why. To observe what-not-to-
do just go down to a public swimming session and watch. You will see that the majority of the
men haul their chests out of the water in a perpetual losing battle.Men tend to have more



tension in their pecs than women. Perhaps its due to their naturally greater muscle mass or
perhaps its because the kind of guy that goes to the pool and swims lengths also does a lot of
bench press (there is nothing like bench press to tighten up your pecs). Whatever the reason,
the average man on the street cannot reach his arm out straight behind him and rotate it in
circles properly whereas the average woman, and most swimmers, can. Many sports coaches
like to set their athletes bench press. It is of some use to swimmers as it strengthens up the
primary muscles involved in the push phase in the latter part of the arm stroke. However, the
advantages of any strength gained will be completely and utterly negated if the swimmer does
not stretch their pecs properly after each weights session to maintain the flexibility necessary
for a correct arm recovery.
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David Kaufman, “a concise guide but maybe a little bit too short. This book is informative, a bit
controversial, and definitely provocative. I highly recommend it to anyone who ever wanted to
swim fast.It is easy to understand with many diagrams. I like how the author summarizes her
points at the end of each section.I gave it 4 out of 5 stars because the book needed to be proof
read. I also felt that it could have been a little bit longer i.e. there was no discussion of straight
arm recovery, drag suits, etc.”

Cynthia Bain, “Great. My son loves this. He is a college swimmer but still found things in this
book to be helpful.”
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Miguel Gambetta, “practical and fun to read. This little book covers most of the aspects o
swimming fast free style and it explains them clearly, in a manner that is not intimidating to the
not versed on the jargon of a training group.”

The book by Fiona Holt has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 3 people have provided feedback.
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